TESTING THE FLUECUBE
ON REDUCING PM 2.5
PARTICLE EMISSIONS

R

ecent headlines have been misleading in stating that wood burning
stoves are responsible for high levels of air pollution and particles.
It should be noted that all wood combustion will emit some particles,
but modern wood burning stoves provide low carbon low emission
heating using renewable, sustainable wood fuel.
Logs with moisture content below 20% should always be used in a
stove. In February, the UK Government introduced legislation that
will see the sale of wet wood (i.e. wood with a moisture content of
higher then 20%) in volumes less than two cubic metres phased
out altogether by 2021.
This means wood burning stoves represent a genuine, renewable and
very low carbon method of heating; modern stoves have low levels of
emissions when using the correct fuel.
Installing the FlueCube a high-quality chimney cowl can also have a
significant impact. For example, the FlueCube chimney cowl creates a
positive draw through the flue system, stabilizing the burn within the
stove and enabling the stove to perform with much greater efficiency.
We wanted to see if the FlueCube assisted in a cleaner wood burning
stove experience in the home. So, we had the FlueCube tested to
identify whether installing a FlueCube on your chimney would further
reduce PM 2.5 particle emissions.
A pre and post-test was undertaken by HETAS registered
Barry Goh of Bricket Wood Burner Services, in a home, using
a modern stove, an equal quantity dry seasoned wood and the
TSI DustTrak 8534..
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TO SUMMARISE

Wood combustion will always produce some particles; it is
desirable to reduce these particles in the home to the minimum. To
achieve this, homeowners should install a modern Defra approved
stove and burn logs with a moisture content below 20% from a
reputable seller. To optimise these benefits we advise purchasing
the FlueCube Chimney Cowl that has been proven to reduce
emissions and improve burn efficiency. We recommend specifying
a FlueCube; it is British made from 316 stainless steel, has no
moving parts and is manufactured to last.

MORE INFORMATION

On stoves go to: stoveindustryalliance.com
On wood go to: burnright.co.uk
Barry Goh: stoveservices@gmail.com
To buy a FlueCube go to: fluecube.co.uk or call 01580 715870
AFTER
* Note: This test was undertaken in a modern home with a modern stove, an insulated twin wall flue
system with dry seasoned hard wood. Different homes, with different stoves, different hard wood,
different chimney, location, weather conditions, will all create their own variables. But the consistency
of the FlueCube and what it does remains the same.
Source: Barry Goh, Bricket Wood Burner Services, Ashtead Technology.

